The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

A Social Vulnerability Analysis Framework for
Flood Prevention Civil Works Projects
David Lanter
CD Smith Inc.
July 15, 2014
Abstract: The Social Vulnerability Explorer (SV-X) is a geospatially enabled software application
prototype being developed to enable government hazard protection and emergency response planners
assess vulnerabilities of populations at risk from impacts of environmental hazards such as flooding. It is
also paving the way for including social vulnerability measures within the government’s multi-criteria
decision-making framework for prioritizing civil works projects for funding. This presentation will
provide a brief overview of social vulnerability and its measures, and review the architecture, data
visualization and decision support capabilities of the SV-X application, the data development system that
prepares its data, and data quality capabilities being researched and developed for the next version.
Bio: David Lanter is a geographer, inventor, software designer, senior project manager and Vice
President with CDM Smith. He is coauthoring a chapter on “User-Centered Design” in the
AAG’s International Encyclopedia of Geography, and another on “Geoprocessing, Workflows, and
Provenance” in ASPRS’ Remote Sensing Handbook Vol. 1. He served as GeoModeling Quality Assurance
Lead for Microsoft, Research Director for Rand McNally, Systems Analyst for Grumman Data Systems,
Software Engineer for Navigation Sciences, President of Geographic Designs Inc. and on the faculties of
UCSB, University of Washington in Seattle, and Drexel University where he taught GIS and Digital
Cartography. His PhD in Geography is from the University of South Carolina, his Masters in Geography is
from the State University of New York at Buffalo, and his Bachelors with honors in Science, Technology,
and Society is from Clark University. He is presently a Masters student in IT Auditing and Cybersecurity
at Temple University’s Fox School of Business.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Gazetteers:
Tools for Spatial Search, Identification, and Reasoning
Linda Hill with Greg Janée,
Jim Frew, and Krzysztof Janowicz
Departments of Geography, Earth Research Institute, Bren School
University of California, Santa Barbara
October 7, 2014
Abstract: One aspect of the 1994–1996 NSF-funded Alexandria Digital Library project at UCSB was
pioneering work to define, develop, and implement a digital gazetteer of approximately 5 million
entries, supported by the development of the ADL Gazetteer Content Standard, the ADL Feature Type
Thesaurus, and the framework for querying distributed collections of Information. This work supported
spatio-temporal referencing and reasoning to understand the relationships between information
resources (i.e., data, documents, maps, images) and geographic locations. The ADL Gazetteer has been
recognized as a valuable resource for research purposes and has been restored in a Linked Data version.
Bios:
Linda Hill (Geography, UCSB—retired) joined the Alexandria Digital Library project in 1996 and brought
with her an appreciation of the complexities of gazetteers from her Ph.D. focus at the University of
Pittsburgh and previous work with indexing and abstracting services and science-based libraries.
Greg Janée (Earth Research Institute, UCSB) joined the Alexandria Digital Library project in 1998 and was
principal developer of the ADL system. He helped develop the ADL Gazetteer system and, with Hill, coauthored the ADL Gazetteer Protocol and ADL Thesaurus Protocol.
James Frew (Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, UCSB) was co-PI and
implementation team leader for the Alexandria Digital Library Project, 1994–2004, during which he
worked with Hill and Janée on the design and implementation of the ADL Gazetteer.
Krzysztof Janowicz (Geography, UCSB) is interested in the Geospatial Semantic Web and Linked Data. He
has worked on gazetteer ontologies and semantically enabled user interfaces for them and published a
Linked Data version of the ADL Gazetteer.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Place, Poststructuralism,
and Informal Urbanism
Eric Prieto
Department of French and Italian
University of California, Santa Barbara
October 21, 2014
Abstract: The concept of place as it is most often
used in the humanities tends to be defined
phenomenologically, in terms of human experience,
and to be opposed to space, with its objectivist
connotations. For many poststructuralist thinkers,
however, and for geographers of a “quantitative” or
“scientific” bent, the phenomenological conception
of place is too subjective to provide a sound object
of scientific inquiry. The phenomenological
conception comes to the fore in literary and artistic
expression, but runs the risk, as Fredric Jameson has
emphasized, of losing sight of the structural forces
that condition human agency. A critically viable conception of place, then, should seek to balance the
subject-centered focus of phenomenological inquiry against the demand for greater awareness of
structural forces, including geographical, biological, and economic constraints. Building on my current
research on shantytowns, squatter cities, and other kinds of “in-between” places, I seek to show how
these two kinds of awareness can come together in a more dynamic conception of place.
Bio: Eric Prieto is Chair of the Department of French and Italian at UCSB. He is the author of Literature,
Geography, and the Postmodern Poetics of Place (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) and Listening In: Music,
Mind, and the Modernist Narrative (Nebraska 2002), as well as numerous articles on literary spatial
studies.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Does Neatness Count?
Inferring Student Competence from the Temporal and
Spatial Organization of Handwritten Solutions to
Engineering Problems
Tom Stahovich
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Riverside
October 28, 2014
Abstract: This talk describes our work in using smartpens to
assess student learning in undergraduate engineering
courses. Smartpens serve the same function as traditional
ink pens and additionally record the work as time-stamped
pen strokes, enabling us to see not only the final ink on the
page, but also the sequence in which it was written. We
have used these devices to capture students’ solutions to
homework and exam problem in an engineering statics
course. To date, about 500 students have participated in our
studies, and we have collected nearly 14 million pen strokes.
We have developed algorithms that work from the pen
stroke data to compute quantitative features describing the
spatial and temporal organization of students’ problem
solutions. We use these features to train machine-learning models to predict student competence. For
example, we have created models to predict the correctness of students’ exam solutions. For this task,
our features explained nearly half of the variance in students’ exam grades (R2 = 0.46). This is a
surprising result given that the features do not consider the semantic content of the writing, or even the
value of the final answer. This talk will describe both our computational techniques for assessing
learning and the insights we have gained about the characteristics of successful and unsuccessful
problem-solving behaviors.
Bio: Tom Stahovich received his B.S in Mechanical Engineering from UC Berkeley in 1988. He received
his S.M. and Ph.D. from MIT in 1990 and 1995 respectively. He conducted his doctoral research at the
MIT Artificial Intelligence Lab. After serving as an Assistant and Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA), Stahovich joined the Mechanical Engineering
Department at UC Riverside in 2003. His research interests include educational informatics, engineering
education, sketch understanding, pen-based computing, and human-computer interaction.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Drones, Media, and Mobility
in the Horn of Africa
Lisa Parks
Film and Media Studies
University of California, Santa Barbara
November 4, 2014
Abstract: Since 2002 the U.S. Joint Special Operations
Command (JSOC) and CIA have orchestrated a covert drone
war from Camp Lemonier in the African country of Djibouti,
monitoring and striking alleged Al Qaeda and Al-Shabaab
suspects in Yemen and Somalia. Building on recent work
the politics of vertical space, this paper analyzes US drone
operations in the Horn of Africa region. As a media scholar,
I am interested both in the discourses people use to expose
such covert US drone interventions and in the ways drones
themselves function as technologies of mediation. In this
paper, I explore the drone’s mediating work through three
registers: the infrastructural, the perceptual, and the forensic. Drawing upon media such as training
manual diagrams, infrared images, Google Earth interfaces, and drone crash scene photos I describe
how dangerous practices of mobility, including mobile phone use, are in a region of Africa that has
become central to US counterterrorism efforts.
Bio: Lisa Parks, Ph.D. is Professor of Film and Media Studies at UC Santa Barbara, where she is currently
the Director of the Center for Information Technology and Society. Parks has conducted research on
uses of media and information technologies in different national contexts, most recently in Zambia. Her
work is highly interdisciplinary and engages with fields such as geography, international relations,
communication, and art. Parks is the author of Cultures in Orbit: Satellites and the Televisual (Duke UP,
2005), Vertical Mediation and the War on Terror (forthcoming), and Mixed Signals: Media
Infrastructures and Cultural Geographies (in progress). She is co-editor of: Signal Traffic: Critical Studies
of Media Infrastructures (U of Illinois, 2015), Down to Earth: Satellite Technologies, Industries and
Cultures (Rutgers UP, 2012), and Planet TV: A Global Television Reader (NYU, 2003). Parks has held
visiting appointments at the Institute for Advanced Study (Wissenschaftskolleg) in Berlin, McGill
University, University of Southern California, and the Annenberg School of Communication at the
University of Pennsylvania. She has delivered invited lectures in more than twenty-five countries and is
currently a PI on two major research grants, one from the National Science Foundation and another
from the U.S. State Department.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Visual Attention Creates Structure
over Space and Time
Steven Franconeri
Professor of Psychology
Northwestern University
November 25, 2014
Abstract: Selective attention allows us to filter visual information,
amplifying what is relevant and suppressing what competes. But recent
work in our lab suggests another role—extracting and manipulating visual
structure. I will describe four such lines of research, showing a role for
selective attention in grouping objects with similar features, extracting
spatial relationships between objects, imagining manipulations of objects,
and maintaining object identity over time. I will also describe interactions of
these processes with spatial language and highlight potential applications
for improving pedagogy and displays related to math and science education.
Bio: Steve Franconeri is an Associate Professor of Psychology at Northwestern University. His lab studies
visual cognition, graph comprehension, and data visualization. He completed his Ph.D. in Experimental
Psychology at Harvard with a National Defense Science and Engineering Fellowship, and did postdoctoral
work at UBC with a Killam Fellowship. He has received the Psychonomics Early Career Award and an NSF
CAREER award, and his work receives funding from the NSF, NIH, and the Department of Education.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Using Spatial Experience in Digital Games to
Support Learning and Health Behavior Change
Debra Lieberman and Erica Biely
Center for Digital Games Research
University of California, Santa Barbara
December 2, 2014

Abstract: Digital games are worlds in which players explore, tackle challenging problems, and see the
consequences of their actions. In this talk, we will present several approaches to game design that have
used time and space to enhance motivation, engagement, understanding, learning, and behavior
change, and research findings on their effectiveness.
Bio: Debra Lieberman, Ph.D., directs the Center for Digital Games Research at UCSB. From 2007 to 2013,
at UCSB, she directed the Health Games Research national program. She conducts research on cognitive
and emotional processing of digital media and games with a focus on improving user engagement,
learning, and health behavior.
Bio: Erica Biely, MA, is Associate Director of the Center for Digital Games Research at UCSB. Previously
she served as Deputy Director of the Health Games Research national program, headquartered at UCSB.
Her research interests include media effects, entertainment-education, behavioral health, and health
promotion.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Defacing the Map:
Cartographic Vandalism in Volunteered
Geographic Information
Andrea Ballatore
Center for Spatial Studies
University of California, Santa Barbara
January 13, 2015
Abstract: The Geo Web and crowdsourcing have unleashed new possibilities for the production of
geographic information, enabling millions of amateur contributors to engage in the creation of free and
open maps. As these datasets are open to editing in loosely regulated spaces, cartographic vandalism
has emerged as a constant threat to the integrity
and quality of the data. This intentional
defacement of collaborative cartographic artifacts
is analyzed through a qualitative analysis of
reported incidents in WikiMapia and
OpenStreetMap, identifying its similarities and
differences to other forms of online and offline
vandalism. Contributors employ counter-strategies
to online cartographic vandalism, harnessing social
and technical resources to foster cooperation and
reduce deviance.
Bio: Andrea Ballatore is a postdoctoral researcher
and the research coordinator at the Center for
Spatial Studies, University of California, Santa
Barbara. In 2013, he received a Ph.D. in
Geographic Information Science from University College Dublin. He has worked as a lecturer at the
Department of Computer Science at the National University of Ireland, Maynooth, and as a software
engineer in Italy and Ireland. His interdisciplinary research focuses on the digital representations of
place, crowdsourcing, and the technological imaginary at the intersection between computer science,
geography, and media studies.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Between/Around/Within:
How a Choreographer Thinks about,
Explores, and Experiences Space
Christopher Pilafian
Director of Dance, Vice Chair of Theater and Dance,
Artistic Director of Santa Barbara Dance Theater
January 27, 2015
Abstract: Choreographers and dancers work dynamically with
space: the interior spaces of a body, its electro-magnetic envelope,
the surrounding kinesphere, relational space, the architectural
frame of a studio, a theater or arena, and larger areas in nature. All
of these are the choreographer’s canvases. The intimate spaces
around and between bodies are of particular interest to me and I
look to these zones for creative sparks and kinetic possibilities.
Latent within this apparent emptiness lies the raw material for
countless stories, mysteries and choreographic ideas waiting to be
gleaned, synthesized, and given form. I seek to reveal ways in
which dancers and choreographers perceive and embody spatial
possibilities both in performance and in the creative process.
Specifically, I will examine how interstitial space becomes ground
zero and the sustaining infra-subject of a choreographic work.
Bio: Christopher Pilafian, Vice Chair of Theater and Dance and Director of Dance, performed
internationally for 15 years as associate director of Jennifer Muller/The Works in NYC. Recipient of the
Doris Humphrey Scholarship and Louis Horst Fellowship at The Juilliard School, he has created more
than 50 works for concert, theater and opera productions across the United States and abroad. As
artistic director of Santa Barbara Dance Theater since 2012, he produced the full evening, A Leap of
Faith (2013) and Time in Motion (2014), including a reconstruction of José Limón’s 1949
masterpiece, The Moor’s Pavane. He teaches choreography and contemporary dance technique in the
Dance program. He is also a visual artist.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

From Space to Place:
Exploring Geographies of the Holocaust
Anne K. Knowles
Dept. of Geography
Middlebury College

Alberto Giordano
Dept. of Geography
Texas State University
February 3, 2015
This event is part of the of the Geographies of the Holocaust presentation

Abstract: From 2007 to 2014, the Holocaust Geographies Collaborative created GIS infrastructure and
case studies to explore how the Holocaust was implemented at various spatial and temporal scales.
Those studies highlighted spatial and temporal patterns, from the landscape scale of buildings, streets,
cities to the continental scale of Europe. Much as they revealed about the structure and sequence of
perpetrator actions and the implementation of a geography of oppression and genocide, the Phase 1
studies only hinted at the human presence and suffering of Holocaust victims. Phase 2 of the project
turns from space to the role of place in how victims experienced and remember the Holocaust, and the
role of social networks in individuals’ survival.
Bio: Anne Kelly Knowles is professor of Geography and faculty co-director of
the Digital Liberal Arts Initiative at Middlebury College. She received her MSC
and Ph.D. in Geography from University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is the
author of Calvinists Incorporated: Welsh Immigrants on Ohio’s Industrial
Frontier (University of Chicago Press 1997) and Mastering Iron: The Struggle
to Modernize an American Industry, 1800–1868 (University of Chicago Press
2013), which won the Association of American Geographers’ J.B. Jackson
Prize. Knowles has been a leading scholar in the interdisciplinary field of
historical GIS since the mid-1990s. She edited two of the first books on HGIS:
Past Time, Past Place: GIS for History (ESRI Press 2002) and Placing History:
How Maps, Spatial Data, and GIS Are Changing Historical Scholarship (ESRI Press 2008). She was also
lead editor of Geographies of the Holocaust (Indiana University Press 2014), the first collection of studies
of the Holocaust based on GIS and cartographic analysis. In 2012 Knowle’s pioneering work was
recognized by the first annual American Ingenuity Award for Historical Scholarship by Smithsonian
Magazine.

Bio: Alberto Giordano is Professor and Chair in the Department of
Geography at Texas State University. His current research interests are
in the geography of genocide and the Holocaust, Historical GIS, and
spatial forensics. His publications include a coauthored book (in Italian)
on geographic data quality, a forthcoming edited book on the
Geographies of the Holocaust, and several journal articles and book
chapters. He has served in the editorial office of the National Atlas of
Italy, collaborated with Volume 6 of the History of Cartography Project,
and served on the editorial board of Rand McNally’s Goode’s World
Atlas. Most recently, Giordano has been awarded grants and research
funding from the National Science Foundation, the Holocaust Educational Foundation, the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Shoah Foundation, and the European Holocaust Research
Infrastructure, among others. He has been Co-Chair of the Historical Geography Network for the Social
Science History Association and a Member of the International Cartographic Association commissions on
Maps and the Internet and on Spatial Data Quality. He is on the board of the newly established National
Center for Research in Geography Education (NCRGE), a joint initiative of Texas State and the
Association of American Geographers (AAG).

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Scientists, Maps, and Environmental Conflict
in the Chilean Patagonia
Javiera Barandiarán
Global and International Studies
University of California, Santa Barbara
February 17, 2015
Abstract: During the 19th and 20th centuries, states often
used mapping and maps as instruments to build empire.
State-sponsored military expeditions regularly included
trained experts with the task of mapping the territory to
identify boundaries, resources, and populations that
needed to be brought within the state’s sphere of control.
In contrast, since the 1970s, some states have delegated
this capacity to private actors, like scientists or consultants
working for businesses. In this talk, I will explore this shift
in the state’s mapping and scientific capacities through an
analysis of the controversies around HidroAysen, a large
hydroelectric dam project planned for southern Chile. This work is part of my book in-progress in which I
argue that this shift in who holds scientific and technical capacity is part of a broader transition from
empire-like to umpire-like states. I borrow the term “umpire state” from Milton Friedman, who argued
the state’s role was to neutrally enforce the rules, like an umpire, rather than to articulate and pursue a
vision for governing its territory—that is, to act like an empire. I will examine how Chile’s umpire state
works in practice by analyzing the decision-making process around HydroAysen.
Bio: Javiera Barandiarán is Assistant Professor in Global Studies at the University of California, Santa
Barbara. Her research examines how Latin American states build democratic practices, produce
economic growth, and deal with environmental problems through the lens of scientific expertise and
technological systems. Barandiaran completed her Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley in
Environmental Science, Policy and Management. She holds an M.A. in Public Policy, also from Berkeley.
Her research has been awarded support from the Social Science Research Council and the National
Science Foundation, and has been published in Science as Culture, Science and Public Policy, Latin
American Research Review, Higher Education and the edited volume, Beyond Imported Magic: Essays in
Science, Technology and Society in Latin America (2014, MIT Press).

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Species Complex:
Classification and Conservation
in American Environmental History
Marije van Amelsvoort & Lisanne van Weelden
Tilburg University
The Netherlands
March 3, 2015
Abstract: Interested in how people use metaphorical
relations to translate information into a
representation, van Amelsvoort and van Weelden
will present three different lines of research on the
visual representation of information. First, they have
investigated the role of space, graphics, and text in
diagrams visualizing an argumentative viewpoint in
everyday argumentation. Participants were
presented with pro and con arguments about a
socially relevant topic and were asked to graphically
represent the arguments such that their position
would become clear to a reader. A group of readers
was subsequently asked to interpret the viewpoint
and explain what graphical and spatial aspects of the visualizations they used to come to their
conclusion.
A second study investigated how people represent power relations visually. Participants were provided
with a story that involved different actors that either did (e.g., school principal, teacher, teacher’s
assistant, and student) or did not (e.g., Peter, Karin, Paul, and Julie) have different power relations.
Asked to represent the story with Lego blocks, participants used color, height, width, and position on the
Lego platform to visualize the relations between individuals. In a third study, they investigated whether
people make use of the conceptual metaphor “important is heavy” or “important is up” when
interpreting language. For the “important is heavy” metaphor, participants listened to short sentences
in which two actors were equally important (e.g., “Tess watches a movie with Anna”) or of different
importance (e.g., “Sophie scored more goals than Emma”). Participants were then asked to place figures
of different weight on a seesaw to visualize the sentences.

Bios: Marije van Amelsvoort and Lisanne van Weelden are assistant professors at the department of
Communication and Information Sciences, Tilburg University, The Netherlands. Marije received a Ph.D.
in 2006 on collaborative learning with diagrams. In 2013, Lisanne received a Ph.D. on the processing of
visual metaphors. Together, they perform research on conceptual metaphors, the perception of
arguments, and misleading with diagrams.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Species Complex:
Classification and Conservation
in American Environmental History
Stephanie Malia Hom
Presidential Professor of Italian Modern Languages
University of Oklahoma
Tuesday, March 10, 2015
Abstract: This talk explores a genealogy of camps in
modern Italy, focusing attention on the present-day
migrant detention center at Ponte Galeria and its
historical predecessor, the Italian-built
concentration camp in eastern Libya (1929–1934),
or what I identify as the alpha and the omega of the
camp in the modern Italian context. It tracks the
ways in which mobility and state power operate at
both and explores the via negativa lived by the
people within them. Both the Libyan camps and
Ponte Galeria were spatial responses to “threats”
of unsanctioned mobilities—nomadism and illegal immigration—the former belonging to the age of
European colonial imperialism, the latter tied to the neoliberal empire of globalization. These spaces
brought mobility into play as a relation of force. Finally, my talk situates Giorgio Agamben’s foundational
theories of the camp within the Italian cultural context in which he was writing, that is, the collective
amnesia that has long marked Italy’s colonial experience.
Bio: Stephanie Malia Hom is Presidential Professor of Italian at the University of Oklahoma and is
currently the 2014–2015 Marta Sutton Weeks Fellow at the Stanford Humanities Center. She is author
of The Beautiful Country: Tourism and the Impossible State of Destination Italy (U of Toronto Press,
2015) and co-editor with Ruth Ben-Ghiat of the volume, Italian Mobilities (Routledge, in press), in
addition to a wide array of journal articles and contributions. Her work has been supported by
fellowships and grants from the American Council of Learned Societies, the American Academy in Rome,
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, Harvard University, Stanford Humanities Center, the
Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation, among others. She is currently working on her second book, The
Empire Between: Mobility, Colonialism, and Space in Italy and Libya.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Species Complex:
Classification and Conservation
in American Environmental History
Peter S. Alagona
History, Geography, and Environmental Studies
University of California, Santa Barbara
Tuesday, April 7, 2015

Abstract: How do the ways people classify non-human nature reflect their ideas about it and shape their
interactions with it? My talk will address this key question—from the perspectives of philosophy,
science, management, and law—through the remarkable case of steelhead and rainbow trout.
Beginning in the late 18th century, naturalists debated the relations of these two kinds of fish in the
salmon family. By the 1930s, researchers had determined that rainbows, which remain in freshwater for
their entire lives, and steelhead, which migrate from freshwater to saltwater and back to spawn, were
not distinct biological kinds but merely two forms of the same interbreeding species. Yet by then, the
histories of these two forms had diverged. Today, rainbows are bred by the millions in hatcheries and
rank among the world’s most abundant fish, while steelhead are listed as threatened or endangered all
along the West Coast of the United States. If, as the saying goes, classification systems tend to reveal as
much about the classifiers as the classified, then the case of steelhead and rainbow trout holds many
potential lessons about environmental history, the role of science in society, and Americans’ relationship
with non-human nature.
Bio: Peter S. Alagona is an associate professor of history, geography, and environmental studies at the
University of California, Santa Barbara. He received his Ph.D. from UCLA in 2006, and later held
fellowships at Harvard and Stanford universities. He is the current recipient of a National Science
Foundation CAREER grant, and was the winner of UCSB’s 2013 Harold J. Plous Memorial Award.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

The Unanimist Geographies
of Jules Romains and Virginia Woolf
Elisabeth Skou Pedersen
Ph.D. Candidate in Comparative Literature
University of Aarhus, Denmark
Tuesday, April 21, 2015
Abstract: The French author Jules Romains (1885–1972) founded
the philosophical and literary movement of unanimism. Like many
of his contemporaries, he was concerned with notions of
communical consciousness and social life in the cities, but in his
work, these ideas take on a distinct literary shape. This talk will
introduce Romains’ oeuvre and trace the influence of unanimist
spatial thinking on the writings of Virginia Woolf. In the work of
both Romains and Woolf, affective transgressions of the body
through social space are used as metaphors to describe
communication, perception and relations across geographical
distance. These motifs and literary techniques provide an illustration
of the early stages of globalization, in which the relation between
nearness and distance is renegotiated. From a contemporary point of view, I will argue that the
geographical writings of Romains and Woolf suggest productive ways in which to rethink the local-global
relation that are perhaps more topical now than ever.
Elisabeth Skou Pedersen, M.A., is a Ph.D. candidate in Comparative Literature at the University of
Aarhus, Denmark, and a Visiting Scholar at the UCSB Department of French and Italian Studies. She does
research in the interdisciplinary field of Literary Geography, and was a Visiting Scholar in Geography at
the University of Ottawa in 2012.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Spatially-explicit Environmental Assessment
of Renewable Transportation
Roland Geyer
Bren School of Environmental Science
University of California, Santa Barbara
Tuesday, April 28, 2015
Abstract: Growth in biofuel production, which is
meant to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
and fossil energy demand, is increasingly seen as
a threat to food supply and natural habitats.
Using photovoltaics (PV) to directly convert solar
radiation into electricity for battery electric
vehicles (BEVs) is an alternative to
photosynthesis, which suffers from a very low
energy conversion efficiency. Assessments need
to be spatially explicit, since solar insolation and
crop yields vary widely between locations. This paper therefore compares direct land use, life cycle GHG
emissions and fossil fuel requirements of five different sun-to-wheels conversion pathways for every
county in the contiguous U.S.: Ethanol from corn or switchgrass for internal combustion vehicles (ICVs),
electricity from corn or switchgrass for BEVs, and PV electricity for BEVs. Even the most land-use
efficient biomassbased pathway (i.e., switchgrass bioelectricity in U.S. counties with hypothetical crop
yields of over 24 tonnes/ha) requires 29 times more land than the PV-based alternative in the same
locations. PV BEV systems also have the lowest life cycle GHG emissions throughout the U.S. and the
lowest fossil fuel inputs, except for locations with hypothetical switchgrass yields of 16 or more
tonnes/ha. Including indirect land use effects further strengthens the case for PV.
Bio: Roland Geyer is Associate Professor at UCSB’s Bren School of Environmental Science. Prior to
joining the Bren School he held research positions at the Centre for Environmental Strategy, University
of Surrey, UK, the Centre for the Management of Environmental Resources, INSEAD, France, and was
consultant in financial risk management for AMS (now part of CGI) in Germany. Since 2000 he has
worked with a wide range of governmental organizations, trade associations, and companies on
environmental sustainability issues. In his research, he uses the approaches and methods of industrial
ecology, such as life cycle assessment and material flow analysis, to assess pollution prevention
strategies based on reuse, recycling, and material and technology substitution. Roland has a graduate
degree in physics from the Technical University Berlin and a Ph.D. in engineering from the University of
Surrey, UK.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Big Data and the Cloud:
The Challenges of Spatial Co-location, Global Faulttolerance and Geographically Correlated Trends
Amr El Abbadi
Department of Computer Science
University of California, Santa Barbara
Tuesday, May 19, 2015
Abstract: Data is everywhere, and is being used in all sorts of ways to derive
valuable information. Data is being generated, stored, managed and analyzed
all around us at unprecedented rates. In fact, big data applications have
become indispensable in as diverse fields as environmental engineering,
commerce, astrophysics, neuroscience, social science and geographic
applications. Large scale, globally dispersed data centers, also known as The
Cloud, are the common eco-system for storing such big data sets. Managing
and manipulating big volume data sets in such settings raise significant data
management concerns that have resulted in sacrifices in functionality or
efficiency. In this talk, we will explore various approaches to mitigate the
shortcomings incurred to ensure consistent data management both within a
single data center as well as across multiple data centers. Consistently managing data across
geographically dispersed multiple data centers is crucial to ensure fault-tolerance in the face of
catastrophic disasters. Velocity is another major concern when managing large on-line data. Given that
“near things are more related than distant things,” we have been interested in the real-time detection
of spatial significance in trending topics, e.g., in Twitter. We will discuss GeoScope, a recently proposed
data streams solution that detects correlations between topics and locations.
Bio: Amr El Abbadi is a professor of Computer Science at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He
received his B. Eng. from Alexandria University, Egypt, and his Ph.D. from Cornell University. El Abbadi is
an ACM Fellow, AAAS Fellow, and IEEE Fellow. He was Chair of the Computer Science Department at
UCSB from 2007 to 2011. He has served as a journal editor for several database journals, including,
currently, The VLDB Journal, IEEE Transactions on Computers and The Computer Journal. He has been
Program Chair for multiple database and distributed systems conferences, most recently SIGSPATIAL GIS
2010, ACM Symposium on Cloud Computing (SoCC) 2011, COMAD (India) 2012 and the first ACM
Conference on Social Networks (COSN) 2013. He currently serves on the executive committee of the
IEEE Technical Committee on Data Engineering (TCDE) and was a board member of the VLDB

Endowment from 2002 to 2008. In 2007 El Abbadi received the UCSB Senate Outstanding Mentorship
Award. In 2013, his student, Sudipto Das received the SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Best Dissertation
Award. Most recently, El Abbadi was the co-recipient of the Test of Time Award at EDBT/ICDT 2015. He
has published over 300 articles in databases and distributed systems and has supervised over 30 Ph.D.
students.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Environmental Diabetes Care
David Kerr
William Sansum Diabetes Center
Wednesday, May 26, 2015
Abstract. Living with diabetes, especially if insulin is required for well-being, is neither easy nor
straightforward. For many the treatment creates greater fear and anxiety than the disease itself. Much
of the fear derives from the unpredictability, which, in turn, is due to the consequences of human,
biological and situational variability. The demands from diabetes and insulin are considerable—
occupying 1–2 hours every waking day without any holidays and with the certainty that the future is
uncertain. The future of diabetes research and innovation will be influenced by new partnerships
beyond traditional medical and health-related arts and sciences with a particular focus on
understanding the psycho-social demands of living with a long-term incurable condition. The new
partnership of medicine and spatial information has the potential of dramatically and significantly
reducing the burden of this and other long-term conditions. Diabetes is not an existential disease.
Professor David Kerr MBChB, DM, FRCPE is a UK trained physician in internal medicine and
endocrinology. He is currently Director of the Research and Innovation and the internationally
renowned William Sansum Diabetes Center (www.sansum.org) here in Santa Barbara. Prior to this Kerr
led a large hospital based specialist diabetes service at the Bournemouth Diabetes and Endocrine Centre
in the UK. This is the third time Prof Kerr has worked in the US having been a research fellow at Yale in
the 1990s and in 2010–2011 was Managing Editor of the Journal of Diabetes Science and Technology
based in the San Francisco Bay area. He has published more than 200 original research papers and
articles and for more than 10 years has been Editor of Diabetes Digest—a journal providing a synopsis of
the latest diabetes-research. Kerr also holds a gold clinical excellence award from the UK National Health
Service. Website: http://sansum.org/david-kerr

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Spatial Partitioning of Police Districts:
A Multi-Criteria Model
Miguel Camacho Collados
University of Granada/Spanish National Police Corps/UCLA
Wednesday, July 15, 2015
Abstract: The Police Districting Problem (PDP) concerns the efficient
and effective design of patrol sectors in terms of performance
attributes such as workload, response time, etc. A balanced definition
of the patrol sector is desirable as it results in crime reduction and in
better service. In this talk, a Multi-Criteria Police Districting Problem
defined in collaboration with the Spanish National Police Corps is
presented and applied on a case study of the Central District of Madrid.
Bio: Miguel Camacho Collados is a mathematician, a police inspector
of the Spanish National Police Corps, and a Ph.D. candidate of the
University of Granada. Currently he is a Fulbright Grant holder and he is visiting the Department of
Mathematics of the UCLA as an exchange scholar under the supervision of Prof. Bertozzi.

The UCSB brown-bag forum on spatial thinking presents

Wayfinding—
Where Cognition Meets Architectural Design
Christoph Hölscher
Professor of Cognitive Science
ETH Zürich
Tuesday, July 28, 2015
Abstract: Orientation and navigation can be a challenging task in the built
environment, especially in large-scale public buildings such as hospitals,
conference centers, train stations or airports. This can limit the functional
qualities of a building as well as patron’s well-being. Understanding how
environmental features as well as individual spatial abilities shape orientation
as well as movement behaviors can help architects improve the usability and
user experience of their building designs. We employ spatial analysis tools such
as Space Syntax, behavior observation and targeted user experiments, eyetracking studies and Virtual Reality simulation as part of human-centered design support and evaluation.
Such behavioral user studies are complemented by interviews and design experiments with architectural
designers in order to clarify how architects anticipate building usage and human cognition in their own
design process. I will provide an overview of these studies and hope to discuss how this can extend to
movement behavior of groups and how multi-agent simulation can be integrated.
Bio: Christoph Hölscher is a psychologist by training and Professor of Cognitive Science at ETH Zürich
since 2013, with an emphasis on Applied Cognitive Science. He was previously Assistant Professor at the
Cognitive Science Center of the University of Freiburg, Germany. There he was as principal investigator
on projects in the SFB/TR8 Spatial Cognition, Europe’s largest research center on spatial cognition
integrating psychology, cognitive science, computer science, linguistics and GIS. He holds a PhD in
Psychology from University of Freiburg, serves as honorary senior research fellow at UCL, Bartlett School
of Architecture, and as visiting Professor at Northumbria University Newcastle. The ETH Cognitive
Science group is investigating basic and applied questions of complex cognition, i.e., understanding how
humans tackle complex tasks in real-world task environments. Such complex tasks range from
interaction with computer system to finding one’s way around a large building or urban environment.
The group is reaching out to engineers, architects and designers, emphasizing a human-centered
perspective on technology and environmental design.

